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HOLLOMAN’S PROB & STATS HONORS 

 

 

 

The National Survey of Adolescent Health interviewed several thousand teens (grades 7 to 

12). One question asked was “What do you think are the chances you will be married in the 

next ten years?” Here is a two-way table of the responses by gender: 

 
Use this information to answer questions 1 – 4. 

 

1. Construct the marginal distribution of gender. 

 

2. Construct the marginal relative distribution of response to the question. 

 

3. Construct the conditional relative distribution of response for females. 

 

4. Construct a stacked bar chart that shows the relationship between gender and response. 

 

 

 
5. Is there a relationship between size of a home and its selling price? The graph above comes 

from 1064 randomly selected houses that had been sold in Saratoga, New York. Describe this 

scatterplot. 

 

 

UNIT 3 REVIEW 



Name__________________ 

HOLLOMAN’S PROB & STATS HONORS 

 

 
6. The mosaic plot above gives information about application ethnicity and admission status for 

Houston Independent School District Magnet Schools (for one particular year). Write a few 

sentences describing the relationship between ethnicity and admission status. 

 

 

 

x 5.2 7.3 6.7 5.9 6.1 8.3 5.5 7.0 

y 3.3 5.9 4.8 4.5 4.0 7.1 3.6 6.1 

Phosphorous is a chemical used in many household and industrial cleaning compounds. 

Unfortunately, phosphorous tends to find its way into surface water, where it can kill fish, 

plants, and other wetland creatures. A random sample of eight sites in a California 

wetlands study gave the data above about phosphorous reduction in drainage water. x is 

the phosphorous concentration (in 100 mg/L) at the inlet of a passive biotreatment facility, 

and y is the total phosphorous concentration (in 100 mg/L) at the outlet of the passive 

biotreatment facility. 

Use this information for questions 7 and 8. 

 

7. Construct and comment on a scatterplot of these data. 

 

8. Calculate and interpret the correlation coefficient for these data. 
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Waitlisted
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